Welcome, Fall 2013
College of Arts and Science
New Academic Construction

Opening of expanded and renovated Hudson Hall, new AuSable Hall
Campus-wide Exterior Renovations
Transitions
Leadership Transitions

Dr. Lavoie returns to her position as Professor of Biology, with a lovely new office.
New Department Chairs for Fall 2013

Deborah Altamirano, *Anthropology*

Norman Taber, *Art* (replacing Karen Blough)

Neil Buckley, *Chemistry* (replacing Linda Luck)

Charles List, *Philosophy* (replacing Kurtis Hagen)

Kathy Lavoie, *Interdisciplinary Studies*

Marcia Gottschall, *ESL*

Thomas Nolan, *Criminal Justice*
Achievements
Promotions to Associate Professor

Danielle Garneau

Center for Earth and Environmental Science

Connie Oxford

Gender and Women’s Studies

Richard Schaefer

History

Daniel Lake

Political Science
Promotions to Professor

Karen Blough  Art

Peter Russom  Art

Mark Richard  History

Daniel Gordon  Music
Promotion to Distinguished Teaching Professor

Dr. Mary Rhoden Tice, Geology
Chancellor’s Award for Excellence in Scholarship and Creative Activities

Dr. Shakuntala Rao, Communications
Chancellor’s Award for Excellence in Faculty Service

Dr. Dexter L. Criss, Chemistry
Chancellor’s Award for Excellence in Teaching

Dr. Danielle E. Garneau, CEES
Chancellor’s Award for Excellence in Teaching

Dr. Jessamyn Neuhaus, English
Chancellor’s Award for Excellence in Teaching

Dr. William Pfaff, Music
Teaching Excellence Award for Lecturer Faculty

Nora Montanaro, Interdisciplinary Studies

Teaching Excellence Award for Adjunct Faculty

Andrew Black, Anthropology

Marco Turco, Interdisciplinary Studies
40 Years of Service

Mark Cohen, Anthropology

Ronald Davis, Journalism
30 Years of Service

James Armstrong, Anthropology
William Gaeddert, Psychology
Bryan Higgins, Geography
Richard Lamb, CEES
25 Years of Service

Peter Conrad, Biology

Cheryl Donah, CEES

Robert Fuller, CEES

Pamela Leclaire, Psychology

Melanie O’Connell, Arts & Science
Faculty Research Activity

Books
Refereed journal articles
Book chapters
Presentations
Exhibitions of creative endeavor
Faculty Book Publications in 2012-13

Wendy Braje


Gary Brannigan and H.H. Margolis


Justin Gustainis


Kirsten Isgro, and M. Castaneda, eds.


Charles List


Jean Ouedraogo and Saidou Alcény Barry

Faculty Book Publications in 2012-13

W. David Powell


James Rice


Richard Robbins, series editor


Richard Robbins and Rachel Dowty


Edward Sturman, R.J. Cohen, and M.E. Swerdlik

TALES from a
REVOLUTION
BACON'S REBELLION and the
TRANSFORMATION of EARLY AMERICA
JAMES D. RICE
HUNTING, FISHING AND ENVIRONMENTAL VIRTUE

Reconnecting Sportsmanship and Conservation

CHARLES J. LIST
Faculty Research Activity

Books

Refereed journal articles

Book chapters

Presentations

Exhibitions of creative endeavor
Looking back to 1995

(What was happening in the world the year most of our freshmen were born)
NYC bans smoking in restaurants
FALLEN RIDER
An accident at a Virginia equestrian competition leaves actor Christopher Reeve stricken with a broken neck—and fighting for his life.
Windows 95 debuts
George
Inaugural issue
John Kennedy talks to George Wallace
President Madonna
Dodging bullets with the FBI's Louis Freeh
Caleb Carr on the next American revolution
Plus: Julia Roberts, Mark Leyner and the new divas of politics
Calvin and Hobbes

By Watterson

Everything familiar has disappeared! The world looks brand-new!

A new year... a fresh, clean start!

It's like having a big white sheet of paper to draw on!

A day full of possibilities!

Wow, it really snowed last night! Isn't it wonderful?

It's a magical world, Hobbes, ol' buddy...

Let's go exploring!
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